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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Oxford Grad swaps Gown for Red Carpet with Hollywood World Premiere 
 
Los Angeles, California, USA – 21st July 2008 – The world premiere of the new 
international co-production, the independent movie LOST IN LOVE, premiering in Los 
Angeles this month, marks the directorial debut of Oxford University graduate 
Adam Garrett, under the pseudonym Guy Orlebar, reaching Tinsel Town. 
 
As part of this year’s LA/NY Bi-Coastal Film Festival, LOST IN LOVE is heading the 
program in LA on 21st July at Laemmle Sunset 5, 8000 Sunset Blvd., West 
Hollywood, 90046 (Tel. 323-848-3500). The official movie website is at 
http://www.LostInLoveMovie.com and the official Film Festival homepage is at 
http://www.nyfilmvideo.com. Interviews with the stars and crew of the movie can 
be requested through Mr Orlebar at his details above.  
 
After studying at University College, Oxford University and obtaining a Master’s 
degree in Engineering and Computing Science in 2000, Mr Orlebar moved to Asia 
where he studied at the Hollywood Film Institute in Hong Kong, before founding his 
own production company, Agog Films. Asked whether his degree has any relevance 
to filmmaking, Mr Orlebar replies “Absolutely. So much of filmmaking is done on 
computers these days that having the ability to readily pick up new computer skills 
is essential. Plus the confidence and ability to both perform and lead under 
pressure that the Oxford experience provides has continued to be of immense help 
throughout this project.” 
 
LOST IN LOVE is Guy Orlebar’s highly autobiographical directorial debut, concerning 
a young Englishman who must travel to Hong Kong, where East meets West, to 
search for his love and the true meaning of life. Starring also Hong Kong kung fu 
master Gordon Liu (KILL BILL), with leading actors from the UK and Asia and global 
musical talent, this is a love story of truly international proportions.  
How far would you go for love? 
 
**** 
 
One of Hong Kong's newest and most dynamic film production houses, Agog Films 
Productions specialises in independent movie making from the freshest global 
talents, as well as in related comic and video-game development. 
Be amazed. Be agog. Agog Films. 


